WORKS CITED

These are examples of basic citation formats; for further information and sample references consult MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers 7th ed. at the writing aids carrel in the Reference area. Note that MLA style requires double-spacing and entries to be in alphabetical order.

Books

Author’s last name, first name. Title of Book: Subtitle, if any. City of Publication: Publisher, Date. Print.


Two or Three Authors


Corporate Author


Editor


Volumes

If using one volume of a multivolume work, cite that volume only; if citing from two or more, show the total number of volumes.


Encyclopedia Article


If encyclopedia is not well known, provide full publication information.

Work in an Anthology


Literary Criticism


Viewpoints Essay, Print


Viewpoints Essay, Database

Magazine or Newspaper Article

Author. "Title of Article." Magazine or Newspaper. Date: page numbers. Print.


Journal Article


Film, Videocassette or DVD

Film Title. Director or Producer. Lead performers [if pertinent]: Distribution Co., Recording release date. Medium.


Online sources may not provide all the information about the work that is given with print sources. If no publisher is given, use N.p. If no date is available, use n.d. If there is no pagination, use n. pag. Give the URL only if your instructor requires it or the web page cannot be easily found.

Web page

Author [if any]. “Title of Webpage.” Title of Website. Publisher of the Website. Date. Web. Date of access. If URL is required, set in < >.


Entire Website

Author [if any]. Website Title. Publisher. Copyright date or last update. Web. Date accessed.


Article from a Database


Article from an Online Magazine or News Service

Author. “Title of Article.” Name of magazine or service. Publisher, Date of article: page numbers. Web. Date of Access.


Electronic Book
